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What is a persona?
• A ‘persona’ is a fictive person
describing an important user or
customer group.
• Personas simplify numerical data into
an easily understandable format:
another human being
• Personas help communicate numbers
in the organization, so that decisions
can be made keeping the users or
customers in mind.

(A persona generated by APG)

APG – Automatic Persona Generation
Keeping the focus on a person!

James, a 22-year-old single,
sales, frequent traveler.

A lot of numbers …

vs.

“Personas give faces to data.”
…and they are a great way to communicate
within a team or organization.

Why automate persona generation?
Personas are usually created with manual methods,
which are expensive and relatively slow to implement.
Personas created manually can quickly become
outdated, meaning organizations cannot be certain the
personas accurately represent their customer base.
Our solution:
1. Real online analytics data  better personas
2. Faster creation time  better personas
3. Updates each month  better personas
Forrester Research reports productivity improvement using accurate personas
V. L. Drego and M. Dorsey, "The ROI Of Personas," Forrester Research3 Aug. 2010.

Better personas  better decisions  better business results.

What is APG?

• A system for automatically creating personas from online analytics data
• Proven capability to process hundreds of millions of user interactions from YouTube, Facebook, and
Google Analytics. Plus, individual customer data!
• Stable, robust stack using Flask framework, PostgreSQL database, Pandas/scikit-learn libraries.

Why APG?

It’s a full stack implementation!

Few numbers

Strategic
• Common focus
across business units
representing
heterogenous
datasets.

Aggregate numbers

Operational
• Use to create better
content, products or
other customer
outputs.

All the numbers

Tactical
• Data and numbers
available for the ‘last
mile’.

Abstract with personas to Concrete with numbers all in one system!

Sometimes numbers are good!

Great thing about APG is that we can provide the numbers
used to generate the personas via layers of information levels!

APG Use Cases Objective
• Brand Discovery: Uncover how your core customers feel about your
product or service and how they rationalize the purchase decision.
• Channel and Offering Alignment: Align every piece of offerings and
marketing activity to a persona and purchase stage, identifying new
channels and needs where opportunities exist.
• Communication: Personas are also great for communication among team
members and across departments. Personas are GREAT for meetings!
They keep folks focused on the BIG picture.

APG Use Cases by Objective
• Journey Mapping: Plot the stages and paths of the persona lifecycle,
documenting each persona’s unique state of mind, needs and concerns at
each stage
• Marketing: When you understand where your core customers spend their
time online, you are able to focus your marketing spend on these channels.
• Persona Discovery: Document the individuals involved in the purchase
process in a way that allows decision makers to empathize with them in a
consistent way.

APG Use Cases by Objective
• Reporting and Feedback: Report and review data and insights to drive
strategic decisions, as well as provide information to the organization as a
whole.
• Sales: Targeted offerings can help you convert more potential customers to
subscribers, followers and customers. You can also use persona
description to tailor lead generation which is likely to improve your lead
quality and satisfaction.

APG Use Cases by Role
• Content Creators: Content creators can leverage personas for delivery of
content that will be most relevant and useful to their audience. When
planning for content, we might ask “Would Bridget understand this?” or
“Would Bridget be attracted by this?”
• Executives: can keep personas in mind while making strategic decisions. In
fact, a persona can become a “silent member in the boardroom”.
• Experimentation and Optimization: Carry out well-thought experiments to
produce statistically significant business insights and apply the results to
optimize performance.

APG Use Cases by Role
• Product Managers: can use the information to design a product that meets
the needs or desires of core customers, and marketing can use personas to
craft messages that resonate.
• Product Offerings: Personas can be extremely helpful in product
development. With the help of personas, you can more easily build the
features that suit your customers’ needs. Forrester Research reports a 20%
productivity improvement with teams that use personas.
•.

Many other APG features!
(…we can tailor the system, too)
Report printing
Sharing of persona
Favorate personas
Account management
SSL certificate
Data download
Personas generation from prior data
Filtering and sorting options
More!
... and more to come!

Deployed with:

APG is for you, if you have…
1. … hundreds or thousands of content pieces (videos / web
pages, digital products, etc.) published online or customer
data.
2. … thousands or millions of customers/visitors for that content
3. … international or otherwise diverse audience that is hard to
grasp by looking at analytics.
4. … if you’re not an analytics pro who digs working with
numbers or you need to communication to folks aren’t.
5. ... if you’re currently talking about ‘users’ without really
knowing who they are or getting bogged down in the details.
If these criteria are met, APG can help!
We summarize customer data into easy format that increases your
ability to understand your core audience or customers efficiently.

Collaboration Models
Three Types
• Research – use APG and provide data for research; no financial cost
• Commercial – use APG and provide payment; data not for research
• Hybrid – use APG starting with research model and moving to
commercial model

Business Models
Three Types
• Single Run – purchase generation of personas for a single run or
can repeat at regular intervals; no APG system access
• Seats – purchase APG system access; QCRI hosts
• License – purchase license for hosting APG in your organization

How to get started?
1. We agree together on the collaboration
2. Provide access to data sources (YouTube,
Facebook, or Google Analytics => it’s as easy as
adding one email to your list of users)
3. APG automatically generates the personas within
hours, and we’ll give you access to the system.

Thank you!

